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En France  

L’Assiette Champenoise *** - Arnaud Lallement - Reims  

Christophe Bacquié ***  Christophe Bacquié au Circuit Paul Ricard  - Le Castellet  

L’Ousteau de Beaumanière *** Glenn Viel - Les Baux-de-Provence  

AM *** -  Alexandre Mazzia - Marseille  

Le Château des Crayères ** - Philippe Mille - Reims   

Le Clarence ** - Christophe Pelé - Paris 8ème  

L'Hôtel de Carantec Restaurant Nicolas Carro ** - Nicolas Carro - Carantec (Bretagne)   

Table * - Bruno Verjus - Paris  

La Butte * - Nicolas Conraux - Plouider (Bretagne)  

L’épuisette * - Guillaume Sourrieu - Marseille 

Substance - Matthias Marc - Paris 16ème 

 

et à l’étranger 

New York : The Modern, Craft Restaurant, Four Horsemen  Los Angeles : Terroni, Campo Fina 

Tokyo : Gobelin    Kyoto : Tankuma   Singapour : Gaston, Meta, Zen Restaurant**, Odette***       

Italie : Agli Amici 1987**,  La Peca**            Londres: The Ledbury* 

 

Presse nationale et internationale : Guide des vins 

Guide PARKER des vins de France 2019 : Les cuvées de la « Collection Empreinte » obtiennent 94+  

VINOUS : Les cuvées obtiennent des notes supérieures à 90. L’Hommée obtient 94 et Héritage 95. 

Guide Champagne Gault & Millau 2021 

Guide Bettane et Desseauve 2020 

Gerhard Eichelmann Champagne  

The Champagne guide by Peter Liem 

Guide Melendo Del Champagne  

Champagne Roger COULON – 12, rue de la Vigne du Roy – 51390 Vrigny – France 
Tel : 03.26.03.61.65 – Email : contact@champagne-coulon.com – www.champagne-coulon.com 

L’Amour du Vin, l’expression de la vie et du bonheur ! 

Quelques tables parmi les restaurants bistronomiques, gastronomiques et étoilés au Guide Michelin.  
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Champagne Roger COULON - 12, rue de la Vigne du Roy 51390 VRIGNY 

Tél: 00 33 (0)3 26 03 61 65 - contact@champagne-coulon.com - www.champagne-coulon.com 

 

La RVF - 172 Champagnes Magiques pour Noël 
Décembre / Janvier 2021 n° 646 p148-149  

 
Blanc de Noirs Millésime 2012  - 94/100  

Un assemblage judicieux de Meunier et Pinot Noirs à 
la concentration mûre du Millésime, Ponctué de fines 
notes épicées, il dévoile un dynamisme crayeux, 
Parfaitement à l'aise sur un plat à table ou avec un 
salers affiné. 62 € 

 

Guide 2019 - Bettane et Desseauve  
p522 

 

 

mailto:contact@champagne-coulon.com
http://www.champagne-coulon.com/
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Champagne Roger COULON - 12, rue de la Vigne du Roy 51390 VRIGNY 

Tél: 00 33 (0)3 26 03 61 65 - contact@champagne-coulon.com - www.champagne-coulon.com 

 

Gault et Millau 2021   

mailto:contact@champagne-coulon.com
http://www.champagne-coulon.com/
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The Wine Advocate  2019 - Parker  - by Stephen REINHARDT  

Champagne Roger COULON - 12, rue de la Vigne du Roy 51390 VRIGNY 

Tél: 00 33 (0)3 26 03 61 65 - contact@champagne-coulon.com - www.champagne-coulon.com 

 

Heri Hodie  - 89 pts  
Coulon's NV Brut Heri-Hodie is from a "réserve perpétuelle" and blends 60% Pinot Meunier with 20% Chardonnay and 20% Pinot Noir. The 
white-golden colored wine has a very delicate, elegant and fruity Meunier bouquet of red berries. The wine shows remarkable finesse and 
elegance on the palate and is perfectly round, delicate, very fruity and charming but dry and always stimulating. This is nearly dominated by its 
Meunier part. Dosed with six grams per liter, this is absolutely delicious and filigreed but with aromatic and well-structured length. So delicate 
and fruity! Bottled in April 2014 and disgorged in November 2017. 

 
L’Hommée  - 93 pts 
Based on the 2012 vintage that was bottled at the end of July 2013, the NV Premier Cru Brut L'Hommée displays fine, fresh, pure, delicate and 
beautifully aromatic fruit and iodine aromas on the complex nose. On the palate, this is a very intense yet fine, elegant, very complex and 
persistent cuvée, a great mix of attractive and charming fruit with minerality that gives a strong and persistent structure. This is a striking wine, 
absolutely fabulous. Dosed with three grams per liter in September 2017. 

 
Rosélie  - 91 pts 
Coulon's salmon-onion colored NV Rosé de Saignée Rosélie (disgorged in November 2017) is pure Pinot Meunier and offers a very clear, 
aromatic bouquet of perfectly ripe red fruits. Round and intense on the palate, this is an elegant, wide and generous yet dry and piquant rosé 
with a clear, fresh and salty finish. Pretty complex and fine, with a long, well-structured finish, this should be great with smoked salmon or red 
fruit desserts that are not too sweet. Tasted April 2018.  

 
Blanc de Noirs Millésime 2008  - 94 pts  
The 2008 Blanc de Noirs Millésime is a 50/50 blend of ungrafted Pinot Meunier and Pinot Noir planted in the 1950s. The wine has a yellow/
white-golden color and offers a yeasty and iodine-scented bouquet of very fine red fruit aromas. On the palate, it is round and elegant, with 
intense yet dry and charming fruit and lingering minerality. Ungrafted Pinot Meunier is always very ripe, and you must control it every single 
day because it loses the quality in a day, says Eric Coulon. Eric says the ungrafted vines transport the vintage much better than the grafed vines 
because the roots don't go that deep. The wine did not undergo malolactic, and it is very long, fine and salty but also aromatic and really 
complex. This is not as pure as the Esprit, but it is still generous, fine and elegant. Disgorged in June 2017 with a dosage of just three grams per 
liter. Tasted April 2018. 

 
Esprit de Vrigny  - 94 + pts  
Officially non-vintaged but based on 2009, the NV Premier Cru Brut Nature Esprit de Vrigny is a blend that represents the best soils for each 
grape variety: one-third Pinot Meunier from sandy soils, one-third Chardonnay from chalky soils and one-third Pinot Noir from clay soils. The 
wine displays a clear, super fresh and subtle/delicate bouquet with great purity, vibrancy and noblesse. Pristine and crisp on the palate, with a 
refined and salty finish, this is a very filigreed and complex cuvée that reflects the terroir of Vrigny, which is virtually the sea. This is mineral 
and firmly structured, but at the same time, it's also fine. It is terribly long and pure, with an iodine-inflected and intense yet fresh finish. This 
is a great, very persistent, rye and iodine-flavored wine—endless and long like a wine from the Jura. Persistently salty. Encore and encore. The 
is the most subtle complexity you can get in Champagne. Guys, I love it! Disgorged in June 2016. Tasted April 2018 

 
Héritage  -  94 pts  
From the Champ Chevalier parcel in Vrigny, the 2005 Héritage Brut has a citrus-golden color and reveals great purity, precision and freshness. 
On the palate, this is a very pure, fine, salty, terribly fresh and elegant cuvée with a clear, fresh, structured and iodine-inflected finish. It is 
linear but dense and excitingly mineral. Very compact and salty in the finish, the 2005 is bone dry, not very charming, but expressive—a cuvée 
for connoisseurs. The idea here is density and the expression of terroir and grape variety. "The 2005 develops very slowly due to its density," 
says Eric Coulon. It was dosed with just one gram per liter. This is terribly fresh for 2005. It is a blend of 60% Chardonnay and 40% Pinot 
Meunier, and the wine aged in oak for roughly two years. In previous vintages, this wine was called Coteaux de Vallier. 

mailto:contact@champagne-coulon.com
http://www.champagne-coulon.com/
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VINOUS 2019/2020 - By Antonio Galloni 

Champagne Roger COULON - 12, rue de la Vigne du Roy 51390 VRIGNY 

Tél: 00 33 (0)3 26 03 61 65 - contact@champagne-coulon.com - www.champagne-coulon.com 

 

Heri Hodie  - 92pts  
The NV Brut Heri Hodie 1er Cru is soft, open-knit and quite expressive, much of that coming from the 50% solera-style blend 
that informs this cuvée. Orange peel, lemon confit, hazelnut, exotic floral notes and a touch of wood add pretty touches of 
complexity throughout. The Heri Hodie is one of the creamier, generous wines in the range today. Dosage is 3 grams per liter. 
Disgorged: November, 2018. 
 
L’Hommée  - 94 pts 
Coulon's NV Extra Brut L'Hommee 1er Cru is gorgeous. Powerful and ample in the glass, with tremendous resonance, the 
L'Hommee dazzles with its energy and persistence. Orchard fruit, wild flowers and spice overtones take on shades of exoticism 
with time in the glass. L'Hommee is is a blend of Pinot Noir, Meunier (done in oak) and Chardonnay (done in steel) from Vrigny 
and Pargny. This latest release is just fabulous. Dosage is 3 grams per liter. Disgorged: December, 2018. 
 
Blanc de Noirs Millésime 2011  - 89pts  
The 2011 Millésimé Blanc de Noirs is a very good wine for the year. Bright floral and savory notes lend energy and nuance 
throughout. The vegetal side of 2011 is impossible to fully escape, though. For that reason, I would prefer to drink the 2011 
sooner rather than later. Dosage is 3 grams per liter. Disgorged: March, 2019. 
 
Esprit de Vrigny  - 90 pts  
The NV Brut Nature Esprit de Vrigny 1er Cru is bright and punchy, with all of the energy that is common in top non-dosè 
Champagnes. Sage, mint, white flowers, citrus and red berry notes pulse with real energy in a taut, steely Champagne that has 
so much to offer. The style will appeal most to readers who enjoy the more nervy side of Champagne, that much is clear. 
Disgorged: November, 2018. 
 
Héritage  -  95 pts  
The NV Héritage 1er Cru is a Champagne of total seduction. Rich and ample on the palate, the Héritage opens up beautifully in 
the glass, showing tremendous richness and intensity. Floral, savory and mineral overtones add an attractive upper register as 
the wine fleshes out with air. The interplay of power and vibrancy is compelling. This is such an exiciting Champagne. Dosage is 1 
gram per liter. Disgorged: March, 2019. 

mailto:contact@champagne-coulon.com
http://www.champagne-coulon.com/
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VINUM - World of Champagne Spécial 2021 p62 

Champagne Roger COULON - 12, rue de la Vigne du Roy 51390 VRIGNY 

Tél: 00 33 (0)3 26 03 61 65 - contact@champagne-coulon.com - www.champagne-coulon.com 

 

mailto:contact@champagne-coulon.com
http://www.champagne-coulon.com/

